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Executive summary
The deliverable detailed in this technical specification is a working prototype that will select cloud
services from a wide variety of suppliers based on their security characteristics. Service selection prior
to the MUSA project [6] has largely been based on functionality, availability and performance
measures. The MUSA prototype provides a working indication of the fulfilment of the service
selection use case that is based on security characteristics alone. The prototype is available for
evaluation online.
Service selection will become increasingly difficult with the proliferation of technologies such as
micro-services and containers. The selected services will be presented as an ordered list based on their
ability to provide the security functionality. The selection technology used the Decision Support
System (DSS) developed in the MODAClouds [2] project as a start point. Unfortunately, many of the
design decisions used in developing the MODAClouds DSS did not apply to the MUSA project and a
decision was made to split the original DSS functionality into separate modules: Data Acquisition,
Risk Management and Service Selection. Section 3, which covers the decision to discard the
MODAClouds DSS, gives the reasoning supporting this decision. This architectural decision allowed
some valuable changes, for example, the data acquisition module to be created as a separate function
and the Risk Assessment module, also separate, to be used earlier in the process, prior to the SLA
specification and service selection.
There are two routes for refining the descriptions of services. The Risk Assessment module passes the
decisions on treatment of risks to the decision support tool. The Decision Support Tool evaluates the
treatments, risks and requirements and presents a ranked list of compliant cloud services. The ranked
list of services is passed to the SLA template generation module and to the deployment planner
module. SLA generation completes the service description using service level objectives, supporting
controls and metrics. The SLA template generation passes the service description to the deployment
planner where service descriptions from the Risk Assessment module and the SLA Template module
are combined into a composite SLA that describes the security requirements that must be supplied by
the Cloud Service Provider (CSP). The deployment planner module and generation of the composite
SLA are outside the scope of this document. The SLA generation process is described in detail in
deliverable D2.1.
The risk management process and service selection process are described in their respective sections.
Prototypes are notoriously susceptible to change and it is impractical to prepare a written user manual.
A decision has been taken to use a video based user guide rather than a separate manual that would be
out of date as soon it is written. The link to the Risk Assessment tool and the user guide video appear
later in the document. To ensure a better understanding of the innovations in this work package a
separate section on innovations has been added. The final version of all the tools discussed in this
deliverable will be available in deliverable D3.3 at the conclusion of the project.
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1 Introduction
Cloud service discovery is an integral part of the MUSA project. Selection of services and
composition are at the heart of MUSA solution and this document describes the processes and
architecture used in moving from a security requirements view of an application to a composed and
running application.
This document is the technical specification report included in deliverable entitled D3.1 Initial security
based discovery and composition mechanisms and tools of the MUSA Project. This document also
describes the corresponding prototype that is delivered as part of WP3 Multi-Cloud secure deployment
work and enables readers to understand the decisions and processes involved in both discovery and
composition of security aware applications.

1.1 Objective of this document
The MUSA Work Package 3 deliverable for month 23, D3.1, has two components. The first is a
working prototype that can be reviewed and evaluated online. The second component is this
document. This technical specification report describes the first prototype service discovery and
composition software that is delivered as part of Work Package 3. This report details some of the
discussions that led to change from the initial description of work and the innovation developed as part
of this work package. Risk management, data acquisition and service selection are described and SLA
generation is referred to but not in detail. The detail on SLA Generation is contained in work package
2 reports. Software deliverables generally have two written deliverables. One of these written
deliverables is a user guide. At this stage in the project the prototype software is too early in the
development cycle to deliver a finite version. The prototype is undergoing continual changes as the
project progresses and a snapshot will not be valid for long. For this reason, it has been decided to
deliver and update a video user guide rather than a paper user manual. Work package 3 has created an
online video of the software use to enable users to investigate and use the software at this stage for
experiment. Users will be warned that this software is subject to change without notice, as a working
prototype. As the project draws to its close the prototype will be subject to fewer changes giving the
opportunity to develop a user manual for the end of the project.

1.2 Structure of this document
This document starts with an initial overview of the problem as noted above. The second section
reviews the design decisions that were taken to create separate tools. This section describes the
changes to and development of the approach outlined in the Description of Work as a result of this
work package. An important aspect of cloud service selection is described in the data acquisition
section of the document and a description of the risk management tool and methodology is included
next. This document then examines the selection of services before discussing the integration of the
WP3 service selection tools with other tools such as the SLA generator. Section 7 describes the
integration of all the tools touched by the service selection process and section 8 gives details on the
user guide. The final section of the document describes the innovation in this part of the project. The
appendices provide supporting information and discussions for the points made in the main document.

1.3 Relationships with other deliverables
The following deliverables support this deliverable and are referred to in this document:


D1.1 Initial MUSA framework specification contains the requirements and framework



D2.1 Initial SbD methods for multi-cloud applications presents SLA Template Generation.



D3.2 Initial secure multi-cloud deployment mechanisms and tools presents the MUSA
Deployer and related submodules including the Deployment Planner and the Broker.
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D3.3 Final security based discovery and composition mechanisms and tools is the final
deliverable for this work package.



D7.5 Standards analysis and strategy plan and D7.6 Revised standards strategy plan present
the standardisation plans and overview and are referred to as part of the data acquisition
section.

1.4 Contributors
The following partners have contributed to this deliverable:


CA



Tecnalia



AIMES



CeRICT

1.5 Acronyms and abbreviations
A comprehensive glossary of project terms and abbreviations is included in deliverable D1.1 and
updates managed on the project intranet. Future D1.4 Final MUSA framework specification and guide
will report the updated version of the glossary.
CAIQ

Consensus Assessments Initiative
Questionnaire

DSS

MODAClouds Decision Support
System

CCM

Cloud Controls Matrix

DST

MUSA Decision Support Tool

CRM

SLA-Ready Common Reference Model

SLA

Service Level Agreement

CSA

Cloud Security Alliance

UML

Unified Modelling Language

CSP

Cloud Service Provider

1.6 Revision history
Version

Date issued

Author

Organisation

Description

1

1st Oct 2016

P Matthews

CA

Draft ToC for review

2

15th Oct 2016

P Matthews

CA

Approved ToC
introduction

3

17th Nov

P Matthews

CA

First integration of contributions

4

29th Nov 2016

Various

Various

Updates from reviews

5

5th Dec 2016

Various

Various

Final updates from Reviews

6

7th Dec 2016

Erkuden Rios

Tecnalia

Final release

and

changes

to
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2 MUSA Decision Support requirements from WP1
The MUSA framework requirements described in deliverable D1.1 are high-level requirements that
drive the technical work in the project. They were derived from MUSA framework usage scenarios
analysis. Table 1 shows the requirements corresponding to the Key Result KR3, the MUSA Decision
Support Tool, and summarizes the main required functionalities and how they have been addressed or
are planned to be addressed in the tool.

ReqID

Table 1. Requirements for the MUSA Decision Support Tool and coverage
Title
Description
Prio Coverage
rity

S1.3-R1

Discover
and
select best cloud
services
combination

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that extracts from the
application SLA the required
characteristics
of
the
cloud
resources to use, and discovers and
selects the combination of cloud
services that best match the
functional
and
security
requirements defined in the SLA.

1

S2.3.1-1

Tool for service
matchmaking

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that offers a ranking
of cloud resource combinations
based on the user requirements.

1

S2.3.1-3

Data
gathering
module

1

S2.3.1-4

Data
gathering
sources

The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that allows cloud
service characteristics to be
captured or entered to enable a
comparison of services.
DST
requires
manual
and
automated processes to gather the
data
from
multiple
sources
regarding the security controls and
other functional and non-functional
requirements. Data sources include
web portals, other web portal's
information on cloud providers, etc.

S2.3.2-1

Tool
replacement
services

The MUSA framework identifies
single services that need to be
replaced (according to monitoring
results).

1

for
of

3

Achieved in Period 1. The DSTDecision
match-making
is
driven by the cloud resources
security controls identified as
required in DST-Risk Analysis.
This is present in the prototype.
We can implement this using
machine learning methods of
past behaviours of services.
Achieved in Period 1. This is
exactly what the DST-Decision
provides: a ranking based on
user requirements.
Present in the prototype.
Achieved in Period 1. The tool
is prepared although the legality
of using its contents for service
comparison is still under
discussion.
There is a change from the
original coverage. As the
understanding
of
the
complexities of acquiring data
and storing become more
evident data gathering has
changed.
Data for experimentation is
gathered by running a script to
access CSA CAIQ dataset [3].
This is permitted for research
and experimentation but not for
commercial use. This is
discussed in section 4.
Alternative data gathering and
donation strategies are being
developed, including the use of
data donated by European
CSPs.
This is not part of the current
implementation. Replacement is
the next challenge.
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Tool for service
matchmaking

S3.1-R1

Cloud resources
ranking

S3.1-R2

Definition
of
Security
and
Functional reqs

S3.2-R1.
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The MUSA DST allows a new
complete
service
combination
selection based on info on which
individual service needs to be
replaced (S2.3.2-1) and based on
info on from data gathering module
(Req S2.3.1-3)
The MUSA Framework should
provide a tool that offers a ranking
of cloud resources based on the user
requirements.
The MUSA Framework should
provide a mechanism that allows
the user defining security and
functional requirements of cloud
resources.

1

This is not part of the current
implementation. Replacement is
the next challenge.

1

Achieved in Period 1. Ranking
is part of the current prototype
as discussed in section 6.3.

1

Replacement
cloud service

The MUSA framework identifies a
single cloud service for replacement

1

This is not part of the prototype
and discussions have led to the
scope of requirements being
focussed on security related
functional requirements only.
More
general
functional
requirements such as cost are
not considered.
Not in the prototype, again this
is future work

S3.2-R2

Selection of cloud
services

1

Not in the prototype, again this
is future work.

S3.3-R1

Categorization
upon
runtime
characteristics

The MUSA framework allows a
new complete service selection
using scenario 2.3.1
DST must be able to categorise
services according to their runtime
characteristics

2

S4.2-R3

Discovery
according
Monitoring
feedback

The DST component in the MUSA
Framework should be able to take
into account the monitoring input to
perform a new selection of
appropriate CSPs where the
application components will be
deployed.
The MUSA Framework should
allow for selecting services with
particular security accreditations of
CSP's (define it in multi-cloud
application SLA/model through
MUSA IDE and then MUSA DST
interprets and selects cloud
resources according to this).
Examples include but are not
limited to IS027001, EuCoC,
Uptime Institute Tier rating.
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
selecting the country/region where
the data should reside.

2

This part is still dependent on
the runtime metrics gathered
from WP4 implementation and
hence will be covered in next
phase.
Not in the prototype, again this
is future work.

to

S5.1-R2

Information
Governance/ Best
Practice
accreditations
Discovery

S5.2-R3

The
MUSA
framework should
support to select
the country/region
where the data
should reside.

2

This is a governance and
regulatory control issue and this
is included in the security
related functional requirements
fulfilled by the prototype.
The current prototype draws
information from CAIQ and is
based on CCM that is observed
as a best practice.

1

This is a governance and
regulatory control issue and this
is included in the security
related functional requirements
fulfilled by the prototype.
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S5.3-R2

Geo Redundant
Storage
Discovery

S5.3-R5

CSP Resilience
levels - Discovery

S5.4-R6

Cloud bursting Discovery

S5.5 R2

Geolocation
component
Discovery

S6.3-R1

Create a diff-list
of CSPs

of
-

The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
selecting
services
with
geo
redundant storage.
The MUSA DST should accurately
choose between cloud resources
depending on the levels of
resilience required from CSPs and
those offered by them.
The MUSA DST should support
end-user
in
selecting
cloud
resources that offer hybrid cloud
functionality
under
scalability
settings.
The MUSA framework should
support application developer in
selecting cloud resources that
ensure the country/region where the
software is executed/stored.
The MUSA framework provides
functionality
to
show
the
comparison of CSPs, fulfilling
security requirements for two
different requirement specifications
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3

Not to be addressed in MUSA
project lifetime.

3

Not to be addressed in MUSA
project lifetime.

3

Not to be addressed in MUSA
project lifetime.

1

This is a governance and
regulatory control issue and this
is included in the security
related functional requirements
fulfilled by the prototype.
A ranking will be created but
not a comparison between only
two
cloud
resource
combinations.

3

The requirements in the table above are related to the following aspects of the work in WP3: (i) the
data gathering or acquisition, (ii) the cloud service match-making and (iii) selection support.
In reviewing the coverage of these requirements it is important to note that the project still has more
than a year to run and some elements of the requirements list will be fulfilled then. The current status
of the requirements can be evaluated more clearly by running the prototype.
The prototype enables the discovery of services starting from the security controls of the resources
needed, as identified in the MUSA Modeller module (see deliverable D2.2) and also includes a
method of ranking services based on user requirements. Data acquisition is an area of ongoing work.
At the moment the module is a set of scripts that access publicly available data sets for research. Plans
to improve the publicly available data and develop a more packaged version of the scripts are in place
and this will be developed during the final part of the project, fulfilling these requirements. Although
the prototype can deliver a ranked list of services for composition and execution the area of reacting to
monitoring and replacement of one or more services is future work in the next part of the project and
as such these requirements will be fulfilled later. Service selection based on governance and regulatory
compliance claims and certification is implemented in this this version of the prototype and will
continue to be developed as more functionality is implemented.
In the forthcoming last period of the project the remaining functionality of the prototype will be
developed and deliverable D3.3 Final security based discovery and composition mechanisms and tools
will report the coverage of remaining requirements according to the final version of the tool.
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3 Security Based Discovery and Compositions in MUSA
Security based discovery and compositions refers to the identification of security controls, service
matchmaking and service selection based on security controls. The considerable time between writing
a description of the tasks involved in a work package and starting that work frequently result in
changes to the original plan. Design considerations that were not apparent until the project started have
led to the significant changes described below.
The description of work for WP3 contains the following statement:
“Decision tools are envisaged to be built on top of the Decision Support System implemented
by CA which is currently under development in the MODAClouds project as the code is open
source.”
The tasks in this work package have evolved from the DOW due to the need to separate the risk
management process from the service selection process.
The MUSA project decided that a modular set of tools would offer more opportunities to develop new
functionality, implement risk management in the design phase and give a focus to individual modules.
This also gave MUSA the advantage of incremental improvements to the MUSA modules with little or
no effect on the behaviour and structure of linked modules. For example, the data acquisition module
in MUSA currently populates a database with contents from CSA’s CAIQ dataset [3]. Currently, this
dataset can only be used for experimentation and quality control. The legal issues regarding data
acquisition are discussed in section 4.2. and more than one data acquisition script may be needed to
drive service selection, possibly to populate a common MUSA repository. Risk management in
MUSA focuses on security relevant functionality, security threats as risks and security controls as
potential mitigation. This can lead to increasing automation of the service selection process and will
use, in the future, machine learning methods to continuously improve results. Again this would not be
possible without de-coupling the functionality of the MODAClouds DSS. Matching identified
potential threats and security controls to services is carried out by the SLA Generator module. The
SLA generator provides a template of required security controls as metrics that represent service
requirements. SLA Generation is covered extensively in work package 2. SLA generation is part of the
service selection process but is developed separately.
This is an evolution of the MODAClouds approach which used a wizard based and generalised risk
management process developed by SINTEF and adapted by the MODAClouds team to describe
tangible and intangible assets. The DSS was a standalone tool with the wizard taking the users through
data entry, manual entry of risk descriptions and selection of risk evaluations linked to requirements
and service evaluations without involving other parts of the MODAClouds tool set. Risk management
in MODAClouds covered the general functionality of a multi-cloud application. MODAClouds did not
discriminate between requirement types and used generalised descriptions of assets as such security
was not a focus in MODAClouds.
The boundaries of the discovery of cloud services process described in this technical specification
report are indicated in Figure 1. The Modeller module creates an application model and this is passed
to the Risk Assessment module. Risk Assessment module feeds into both generation of SLA template
as well as identification of cloud services in parallel. At the other end of the process the SLA
templates and the SLA requirements, referred to in the diagram as SLAs, are passed to the
Deployment planner module where they are used to create an Implementation plan along with the
cloud services selected through the service matchmaking process in DST. The modules between the
Model and the Deployment planner describe the bounds of the current prototype of the discovery
process. Many of these steps will be automated later in the project and as such a wizard approach may
not be needed. Most significantly, again in contrast to MODAClouds, the final result of MUSA project
will be the ability to return to the start of the process should part of the Composite SLA be unfulfilled
either at composition time or during runtime. This would take advantage of the automation planned in
the next part of the project.
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Figure 1. The architecture of implementation of MUSA framework with detailed breakdown of
Risk assessment, service selection via DST and SLA generation.
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4 Data Acquisition
There have been many attempts to measure cloud services for comparison over the years. A number of
these have been documented in MUSA deliverables D7.5 and D7.6 that note these attempts and the
standardisation efforts that aim to support them. This is a difficult area; trying to reconcile data and
formats that are most useful to the service consumers with the data and formats provided by the
providers.
Service selection cannot work without a solid base of data to evaluate for service comparisons.
Problems highlighted in previous attempts by other projects and organisations for the provision of
cloud service comparison have faltered due to the lack of reliable, usable data. One of the most
contentious issues in cloud service selection is the lack of commonly agreed service descriptions
although this is also being approached in NIST working groups. These initiatives are detailed in D7.5
and D7.6 which focus on standards and standardisation efforts.
The current status of data acquisition is described at the end of this section.

4.1 Problem Overview
The problem of acquiring information concerning characteristics of cloud services is twofold. Firstly,
there is the acquisition of the data and secondly there is the storage and management of the data. CSPs
are reluctant to allow the use of their data for service benchmarking, even if the data are publicly
available in their websites, and in some cases their terms and conditions particularly prohibit this.
The issue of Cloud Service Provider data acquisition has been well documented in MODAClouds
project and inherited by the MUSA project. This is long standing and despite efforts across both
projects to address this issue, we are working towards a valid resolution. It was in recognition of this
issue that the MUSA project initiated a meeting with relevant actors including Data Centre Alliance,
Cloud Industry Forum (working in SLALOM project [4]) and Cloud Security Alliance (working in
SLA-Ready project [5]) to try to find solutions to the problem. The edited minutes of the meeting are
attached as Appendix B. This meeting discussed the three areas that needed to be addressed. There
were a number of conclusions but the most radical was that the MUSA project should canvas
European SME CSPs and lobby for data donation. This would resolve the legality questions, which is
the most pressing question. The overall problem can be addressed in 3 areas, legal considerations,
functionality and standardisation.

4.2 Legal Considerations
Ascertaining data from cloud service providers for benchmarking or collaborative purposes is
prohibited by the vast majority of CSPs especially the larger organisations such as Amazon or Google.
Indeed, the large CSPs specifically prohibit benchmarking services. Being able to take this data and
manipulate it in such a way which allows for comparisons to be made is near enough impossible given
the lack of transparency some CSPs show. The legal situation is exacerbated by copyright
considerations. Legally use of a service for benchmarking can be prohibited in the terms and
conditions of use. Taking data from performance evaluations available online may also violate
copyright should the data be stored in a database.

4.3 Functionality
No cloud service provider is alike; from the SLA it offers its customers to the functionality of their
respective cloud platforms. Comparing a simple IaaS offering across one or more CSPs is challenging,
especially when many providers build bespoke solutions. Translating diverse non-functional and
functional requirements across already a diverse marketplace is very difficult. At this stage in
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addressing data acquisition we have not yet found a meaningful way to demonstrate to CSPs that their
data will be properly interpreted and compared accurately even in the security domain.
The scope of the MUSA project is bounded by the security domain. The functionality data that is
acquired and used in service selection is also security focussed. The data used describes security
functionality or security related functionality only. Functional and non-functional data that is unrelated
to security is not in scope for MUSA.

4.4 Standardisation
To compare and contrast services there needs to be some standardisation across the service
descriptions and service offerings and a matrix of sorts which properly identifies the limitations or
benefits of one CSP over another.
MUSA, specifically looking at security has managed to categorise security controls and metrics in
accordance with the CSA and SLA-Ready. For further information on standardisation D7.6 from
MUSA details the standards that are being observed and developed that are of interest in security and
services.

4.5 Additional Data Sources
MUSA recognises the difficulty of generating enough good quality data about cloud service providers
and their offerings to make the tools of real utility at the end of the project, and there are several
initiatives under investigation to solve this problem. The first initiative was to hold a meeting in
London of a number of interested parties. The Data Centre Alliance, Cloud Industry Forum, Cloud
Security Alliance and MUSA project members from CA, CeRICT, Tecnalia and AIMES met for a
workshop that was driven by a recognition of a common problem. The problem space was outlined
and discussed. There were several suggestions made but the consensus for further investigations was
that the workshop group should identify a number of European CSPs which data could be requested
and used by the project. European CSPs tend to be smaller than the large US CSPs. There is evidence
that European CSPs may be more amenable to donating valid data for experiment and to start the data
source generation.
Another opportunity is the use of crowd sourcing. This has not been developed in this project but it is
noted as a potential source of data from users of services.
Using web crawlers and other queries for gathering data regarding cloud services has also been
discussed and has the advantage that data is captured for the life of the service selection and discarded
without being stored. This removes some of the legal issues over copyright but has the drawback that
the data has to be gathered each time there is a service discovery. This has the potential to lead to
major performance issues.

4.6 Current Data Acquisition Implementation
The prototype described in this deliverable needs to have access to data for test and demonstration and
this section describes the current status of data acquisition.

4.6.1 Data Import
The cloud service data for experimentation from CSA CAIQ and SLA-Ready is processed and
imported using a script that can be found the site below. This is currently a private site; however, the
scripts will be made available in the final version of the tools.
http://150.241.54.140:7990/projects/MUSA/repos/musa-service_selectioncaiq_importer/browse
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The threat catalogue that is developed as part of WP2 is also imported for risk analysis. The threat
catalogue is currently held in an MS-Excel file and will be processed and imported using the tool
located at this link. This is also a private site and will be made public at the end of the project.
http://150.241.54.140:7990/projects/MUSA/repos/musa-risk_assessmentexcel_importer/browse
Both of the scripts have documentation in the “readme” of the tools.

4.6.2 SLA-Ready Relationship
In the first quarter of 2016 the MUSA consortium organized a meeting with the SLA-Ready
consortium. The meeting objective was to explore the possibility of data exchange between the two
projects. SLA-Ready’s goal is to collect the CSP’s data in a structured and computationally friendly
fashion. A Common Reference Model (CRM) defined by SLA-Ready project provides wide range of
high level attributes that are useful to compare and categorise Cloud Services.
There have been a number of follow-up meetings through the year with a goal to enable MUSA to use
the CRM as a data set that is free of the legal issues noted in section 4.2. This would enable a live
dataset of cloud service attributes and their descriptions needed for the service selection part of MUSA
project.
At the current time, the cloud service selection tool is able to parse the cloud services provider
information. However, some necessary steps are due to be completed by the SLA-Ready project,
which are needed to ensure that the data is legally acceptable and does not incorporate a thread of
misrepresentation of the CSP’s in MUSA service selection tool. These SLA-Ready tasks are defined
but still ongoing and MUSA is anticipating their completion.
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5 Risk management and Security Metrics
5.1 Automated Risk management in Cloud at early development stages
Computer System Security is a recognized challenge, which needs a continuous effort from system
and security administrators. A recent report, dated 2013, from Defence Science Board Task Force
Report entitled “Resilient Military Systems and the Advanced Cyber Threat” [21] outlines that:
“…the cyber threat is serious and that the United States cannot be confident that our critical
Information Technology systems will work under attack from a sophisticated and well-resourced
opponent utilizing cyber capabilities in combination with all of their military and intelligence
capabilities (a full spectrum adversary)…”
Furthermore, in a more recent special publication [12], NIST has stated that “Integrate security
requirements, functions, and services into the mainstream management and technical processes within
the life cycle processes of systems” is one of the main challenges of the 21st century.
In this context, Security-by-design [13] is the term adopted to identify all the methodologies and
techniques that cope with the needs to apply security from the very early design stages.
Such approaches, clearly needed today, imply adopting a clear process that enables to identify threats,
associated risk level and, consequently, the security requirements and the appropriate countermeasures
(see as an example [14],[15] or [16] for a detailed survey on security requirement engineering).
The full approach can be summarised as: the main requirement for modern secure system is to have a
clear definition of the involved assets and of the risks associated to each of them from the design
phase. This implies that the amount of competences involved in securing such complex systems need
to grow up: system and application designers need to be security expert too, aware of the risk analysis
process and security methodologies and tools. Unfortunately, such the requirement for these diverse
competencies may represent an issue, in particular for Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) that
usually have limited resources.

5.2 Security Metric identification and Risk Analysis
In the context of (multi)-cloud applications the challenges associated to security-by-design principles
increase, due to the possible lack of control over the involved assets: if the asset is under the control of
a CSP or it is an elastic asset for example a cluster composed of a varying number of virtual machines.
Both of these cases make it difficult to evaluate the level of risks associated.
This situation illustrates the main difference, existing between Cloud Security and Security in Systems
Engineering. Security system engineering assumes that the system under design is completely under
control of the designer and it is possible to identify assets and configure them accordingly to the
security requirements at every level of the system architecture. In Cloud-based applications, the assets
are frequently under CSPs control, continuously vary in time and it is less possible for cloud
application designers to impose constraints over their implementation, the security perimeter is not
defined and new techniques are needed to satisfy security requirements.
In order to address (multi-)cloud security challenges MUSA adopts the Security Service Level
Agreement (Security SLA) approach: the core idea is that a Security SLA is associated to each
component that is not under control of the designer (i.e. offered as a service). As described in D2.1,
Security SLAs associate to each service the security controls that are implemented on top of it and the
Service Level Objectives (SLOs) to measure the correct implementation of the controls.
SLOs are expressed in terms of security metrics, which are the standard way to measure the degree to
which a cloud services possesses some security property.
A catalogue of security metrics is now available in the community, proposed and enriched by different
research projects (e.g. SLALOM, SLA Ready, SPECS and MUSA itself), standardization bodies (e.g.
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NIST ([17][18]) and ISO ([19])) and consortium like The Centre for Internet Security (CIS) ([20]).
MUSA, in cooperation with the above-cited EU research projects, is building up a catalogue that tries
to collect the proposed security metrics.
At state of art, such metrics are used in security SLAs and approaches for security benchmarking (see
CIS solutions) exist. Security experts select security metrics, according to their knowledge and
competences, in order to measure specific properties of the systems under their control.
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6 Risk Management and the Decision Support Process
6.1 Overall Architecture
After the application definition and component description via MUSA Modeller module, the MUSA
framework provides a mechanism of cloud service selection to identify the most accurate avenues to
deploy the services. The service selection process is in fact comprised of multiple smaller components
that are also modular in nature. Within MUSA, service selection is performed by the Decision Support
Tool (DST) is preceded by the Risk Assessment module. The Risk Assessment module allows the user
identifying the threats that their application components face and methods to mitigate them. This
forms an outline of the requirements desired from the different cloud services and hence the output of
the Risk Assessment module is fed to the Decision Support Tool. In figure 1 the DST is labelled CS
Selection and Decision Support.
In addition, the output of risk assessment is also fed into the SLA template generator so that the SLA
template is designed taking into account the essential requirements that the user desires represented by
the application model from the modeller and the risk characteristics. Furthermore, the cloud services
chosen by the user in the Service selection module for each component along with the SLA template
generated is together fed into the deployment planner that links to the composite SLA generator to
form an SLA for multi-cloud environment for the application. This composite SLA is offered to the
application user from the application owner. This architecture is outlined in figure 1 above.
The details of SLA template generation have been covered in D2.1. Deployment planning is part of the
MUSA Deployer module whose description is covered in D3.2. The implementation of this module
will be covered in the final version of the MUSA tool at the end of the project. The unsatisfied
requirements arrow in Figure 1 is the subject of future work in the project where monitoring and SLA
evaluations will determine if there needs to be a re-run of the modelling module to evaluate changes
needed for SLAs that cannot be satisfied for various reasons

6.2 Current Methodologies for Risk Management used in MUSA
The Risk Assessment module forms a sub-part of an overall approach to decision support. In MUSA it
has been modularized separately as it feeds its output to both the MUSA DST, where selection of
services fits, and the MUSA SLA Template generator. This modularization helps to make the users to
perform risk assessment only once. Figure 2 describes process flow of the Risk Assessment module
and is described in more detail below.
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Figure 2. Outline of Risk Assessment module flow with MUSA framework (Design Time)
The Risk Assessment module details have also been discussed in D2.1. Here we will briefly describe
the relevant components for service selection. In order to assess the risks in the different components
of the application, we will use a risk model based on the OWASP threat risk modelling [6]The user
chooses the threats, as shown in figure 2, that the component under consideration is susceptible to.
These threats may be chosen from a threat catalogue that has been prepared by WP2. In addition, the
user is not limited to select threats from this catalogue and has the ability to define new threats. This
further modifies the risk methodology to be a hybrid of OWASP principles as well as OCTAVE [7].
The user is provided the flexibility to make definitions at every stage of risk assessment. Once the
threats are selected, they are automatically classified in the STRIDE [8] categories (Spoofing identity,
Tampering, Repudiation, Information disclosure, Denial of service and Elevation of privilege). The
user is required to provide the likelihood and impact of each threat and the Composite Risk Index
(CRI) of each threat is evaluated:
CRI = Likelihood * Impact
Both Likelihood and Impact are computed on a scale of 1-5 and the product is quantized on the scale
of 1-5. This implies that the CRI ranges from 1 to 25. The CRI is quantized to be between 1 to 5 using
the following metrics. The likelihood and consequence scales chosen for the prototype are inspired
from [19]. For simplification, CRI is also provided as an option for the user to provide likelihood and
impact for each of the STRIDE categories, and the same scores are applied to all the threats
categorized under each of the 6 categories of STRIDE). After evaluation of threat scores, it is
identified which of the threats require treatment (high and medium risk level) and the ones that may
not require treatment (low risk level). Depending on the threat CRI level, this evaluation is made.
NIST provides the security controls for the threats and the threat levels that require treatments. Based
on this mapping, the required controls are obtained for the threats selected by the users. These controls
are further mapped to the CCM (Cloud Control Matrix) controls from Cloud Security Alliance (CSA)
[9]. These controls are suggested to the end user for selection. However, the user has the freedom to
choose any of the controls he desires. The main outputs of the Risk Assessment module that are
consumed by the DST are the CCM security controls required per threat per component.

6.3 Service Selection Process
The service selection process is executed by the Decision Support Tool (DST) in MUSA framework in
two major steps as follows.
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6.3.1 Identification of the appropriate CSPs
In order to provide the users with the set of services that meet their requirements, the DST looks up
multiple datasets gathered through data acquisition described in previous subsection. One of the most
important dataset is retrieved from the CAIQ questionnaire filled by the Cloud service providers.
Through the responses of the cloud providers in the CAIQ and through the reference mapping
provided by CSA in [9], DST retrieves the controls that are provided by the different CSP. Another
method to make this identification is by using the CCM matrix mapping for security controls to the
certification clauses. The DST identifies the public declaration of the certificates provided by the CSP
and, using the CCM matrix, identifies the security controls provided by those certifications. This way
the DST identifies the CSP that meet the security controls provisioning that guarantees the threat
treatment for each component selected by the user.

Figure 3. Structure to Illustrate Risk Response evaluations

6.3.2 Ranking the services on the basis of Risk response
In order to evaluate and rank the cloud services on the basis of their capability to address the user
requirements, we use the risk response evaluation method proposed by Dorfman in [10]. This
evaluation mechanism is used to identify the extent of threat mitigation provided by the different
controls and consequently, what is the overall extent of risk mitigation capability that is provided by
the cloud service provider. We can develop a score, using this evaluation, for each provider making it
useful to rank the providers meeting the user requirements. It also provides an insight to the user as to
which threats are mitigated by a provider and the scope of the mitigation. The evaluation method is as
follows:


Every risk mitigation action can be described under four categories: Tolerate, Treat, Transfer
or Terminate. These are related to the ACAT categories described by US defence studies on
Risk management. ACAT is a simple abbreviation standing for Avoid, Control, Accept, or
Transfer. Using these categories, we can practically associate each security control to belong
to one of these categories (it may be based on per threat study when a control may terminate
one threat whereas it only treats another one). Having such categorisation, we propose the
following steps:
1. Categorise each security control in the four categories of:
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■

Tolerate (Risk Retention): Whilst a certain number of the risks to the project
originally identified can be removed by changing the project plan or dealt
with by transferring the responsibility of the risk to third parties inevitably
certain risks have to be accepted as a necessary part of the project. All risks
that have not been avoided or transferred are retained or accepted risks by
default.
■ Treat (Risk Mitigation): involves the employment of methods that reduce the
probability of a risk occurring, or reducing the severity of the impact of a risk
on the outcome of the project.
■ Transfer (Buying Insurance): Risk transfer moves the ownership of the risk to
a third party normally by contract. This also moves the impact of the risk
away from the project itself to this third party.
■ Terminate (Elimination): It involves complete elimination of the risk.
This categorization may be per threat-control basis or per threat-control-component
basis. Furthermore, the users would be required to provide this categorization for
every new threat that they add.
2. For each of the CSPs, the supported controls are examined and the risk mitigation
score is provided as follows:
■ Using the initial threat catalogue, for each threat it is examined which security
controls supported by a particular CSP.
■ Each threat is examined. If any of the security control is in the TERMINATE
Category, threat is 100% mitigated.
■ Each threat it is examined and if any of the security control is in the
TRANSFER category, threat is 100% mitigated.
■ If there is no control that terminates or transfers the threat, then for each threat
examined if any of the security control is in the TOLERATE category,
● threat is 0% mitigated if the CRI is less than the mid-value of scale.
● threat is 100% mitigated if the CRI is greater than the mid-value of
scale.
■ If the threat does have any control that meets the above three categories, it is
examined that how many of the total security controls (of TREAT category)
are supported by the CSP. The risk mitigation percentage is the percentage of
the total controls supported from the total controls that are needed to mitigate
the threat based on the threat catalogue.
The results of the service selection and ranking of services can be seen in Figure 4. This is the list of
services that are checked and passed to the SLA generation module. It should be noted that the
Deployment score in the blue box in this figure does not relate to CRI. This is simply the average of
the risk mitigation score of the all individual services. Since we have agreed on risk mitigation score
only at the moment, we have not yet made a concrete computation of this score.
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Figure 4. Results of Service Selection

6.4 Machine Learning aspects
The threat catalogue is at the heart of the risk management and service selection in MUSA. It must be
maintained and updated as new threats are discovered.
The DST has a number of mechanisms to ensure that it is a self-sustainable system. It only has some
initial dependency on threat catalogue from WP2 but as the DST is used more and more, the user
behaviour and machine learning mechanisms in place allow it to develop and update the threat
catalogue. These mechanisms are as follows:


Dynamic Threat Catalogue Updates: Each time a user selects a security control for a threat
that has not been in the recommended list of security controls, it is recorded in the database.
Once a certain number of users make the same selection, the threat catalogue is updated with
the security control as necessary to mitigate the particular threat.



Additional Mitigated Threats: Based on the threat catalogue, the security controls selected
by the user may mitigate some additional threats that were not initially identified by the user.
DST provides this data to the user during the process.



Additional Defined Threats: DST allows the user to define new threats and these threats
form a part of catalogue. Hence the threat catalogue allows expansion by the process.

6.5 Agile Integration: Scrum Mapping and Agile Tools
Automation of the service selection and composition process is only a part of an application
development cycle. Rapid application development has been available since the early days of tools
such as Visual Basic. The toolsets are not enough to product business process supporting software.
Several sessions in plenary meetings were held discussing the relationships between security
requirements and general business requirements and how the MUSA framework would fit into
development lifecycles. Agile processes (specifically the Agile Scrum process) were chosen as the
appropriate route for development.
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The first task was to fit the MUSA framework into an agile process structure. This can be represented
by Figure 5 This figure shows a generalised agile scrum process and indicates the position of the
MUSA framework in that process.

Figure 5. Agile Scrum Mapping
The process will be different according to the organisations implementing the process however there
are sufficient commonalities to allow successful adaptation to include the MUSA framework in any
Agile process. Hence the different steps of modelling, including for example, risk assessment and
service selection that form a part of the MUSA framework, are in fact a part of a larger set of steps that
form the backlog of the Agile Scrum work description. Analysing Figure 5, the first two boxes of
“Initiate project” and “Build backlog” are not really influenced by MUSA, however the third box
“Prioritise Backlog” indicates that the product owner would be expected to prioritise security features
in the backlog and when it comes to planning the sprint the MUSA Modeller can be invoked to
produce a set of descriptions. Each of these descriptions stays in the sprint plan until pulled down, as
part of the sprint, by the developer. The developer would select a component and work through the
risk management and service selection. At the daily stand-up they would note their work in the MUSA
frameworks and at the end of the sprint the Scrum meeting would evaluate all the SLAs used in
generating the Composite SLA. The MUSA Deployer (including deployment planner and broker) will
manage the “Deploy” (Deploy and execute) phase of the sprint and any feedback will be given. The
only non-agile part of this is that some of the activities further downstream may require a re-run of the
risk management. This is an area of the project that is still to be investigated and it is likely that this
diagram will change between the issue of this document and the next version of the prototypes.
Agile integration takes another form with the use of Agile style tools in the MUSA framework. A tool
that is common in agile processes is the Kanban board. Kanban boards were originally boards,
segmented vertically with cards representing tasks or objects that are moved around the board to give
an overview of the status of the whole process.
As described in WP1 related deliverables, the MUSA project captures the workflow using Kanban
Boards in order to foster agile methodologies of software development. The main MUSA dashboard
shows the Kanban board with the different columns related to the different modules of the framework
that reflect different stages of development cycle. The different stages are shown as Model, Risk,
Service Selection, Plan deployment, SLA and Execution. Each of the columns is envisioned to be
connected to the respective modules.
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As already described, this deliverable is focused on Risk Assessment module and Service selection
module. The Risk column connects to the Risk Assessment module while the Service Selection column
connects to the cloud Service Selection module.
The Kanban philosophy has also been adapted to produce a MUSA risk assessment process board,
represented in Figure 6 where the risk assessment process can be managed. Each component of the
multi-cloud application appears as a card under the column that represents the stage in which the
component is.

Figure 6 Risk Management Process Board
A user would access the Risk Assessment tool where each component can be seen at their place in the
process.
The Risk Assessment module offers a Kanban style board comprised of the following columns:


Components Description: In this column the role and functionality of the component may be
explained and revised as needed. The user may click on the details button on the component
card and may enter the component description. The user may also indicate the Risk
acceptability level on a scale of 1 to 10 that indicates the relative importance of the
components. Once this exercise is completed, the component card may be moved to the next
stage of risk assessment that is STRIDE based Risk Assessment column.



STRIDE based Risk Assessment: In this column the user may indicate the different threats
facing the component and quantify them. Note that the current version allows the user to
express the threats for each component that are related to STRIDE categories. However, as the
tool evolves in the next version we intend to allow the user to express the threats from the
threat catalogue. The relevant threats for any component would be presented to the user. In the
current version, when the user clicks on the Details button of any component card that is in
this column, the threats associated with this component are presented. The tool allows the user
to specify the likelihood and impact of each threat based on number of different factors. The
user may specify the probability of each factor on a scale of 0 to 9 and the overall impact and
likelihood is calculated based on these entries. After this stage, the component card maybe
moved to the next stage to identify the security measures that are required for each threat to be
mitigated based on the CRI calculated for each threat.



Security Requirements Definition: It should be noted that in the final version, security
requirement mapping to threat will be skipped as it was identified that this step may not be
required. In the current version, within this step, the user is presented with a list of security
requirements pertaining to each threat. Based on the threat, the user may add the security
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requirement needed from a drop-down list. After each addition, the user is presented with the
severity of the threat that remains in spite of the security requirement addition and hence
identify whether the selected requirements are sufficient to mitigate threat or not. The user
may then move the component card to the next stage of mapping the requirements to the
security controls.


Security Controls: In this column, the security requirements selected by the user are mapped
to the security controls using the background mapping. On clicking the details button, the user
is presented with the visualisation of this mapping hence illustrating what CCM security
Controls are required to satisfy the security requirements selected by the user. Note that in the
final version, we envision the threats to be mapped to the security controls and hence this
column would be a visual connect between the threats and controls.



The final column of the risk assessment process is the Validation which is envisioned to
supply the user with the summary of all the selections made during the process and possibility
to edit any if needed.

In figure 6 we show two components in the Component Description column and one component in the
STRIDE based Risk Assessment column. Selecting the Details button for any of these components
will bring up the details about that component relative to their position in the board. For example
selecting the details button for the STRIDE component would bring up the screen in Figure 7. This
shows the STRIDE risk assessment process and the steps that need to be followed to handle this
assessment.
Figure 7 shows several rows representing the STRIDE defined threat categories, for example
Spoofing, Tampering. It also shows the likelihood and impact specification using the OWASP
guidelines to compute likelihood and impact based on threat agent factory, Vulnerability factors, both
technical and business impact factors. Once as many of these areas as are relevant have been
completed the user can move to the next stage of the risk assessment, finally generating a risk profile
for the component.

Figure 7. STRIDE based Risk Assessment
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Once the risk assessment has been completed the component moves to the next place in the process
until the process has been complete. This board gives an overall view of the progress of components
through the process in a single project. The appearance of these boards may still change and so will
some of the processes, however the overall process and philosophy will stay recognisable.
Service Selection module:
In this column of the MUSA front-end Kanban, the user may find the list of categorized cloud
providers and their services that match the requirements obtained from the risk assessment process.
When the user clicks on service selection button, the combinations of services from the different
providers for all the components that are in the column are presented to the user. They are sorted on
the basis of the score that is calculated on the basis of the ability of a set of services to mitigate the
risks associated with the components. If you click on the details for any row, the user is presented with
the details of how much percentage of risks selected by the user on each component is mitigated by the
service through the controls it offers.
As the last step of the process, the user may also double click on any row (any combination) and that
combination will be selected for deployment purposes.
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7 Integration with other tools
The aim of the MUSA project was to provide an integrated set of tools for multi-cloud security
deployment which, in the same time, can be usable as a standalone set of components enabling greater
reusability of each of the MUSA components. In order to achieve that, a centrepiece binding
mechanism has been developed by CA partner. It is a session based mechanism in order to store the
binding information in a non-intrusive fashion. Within the MUSA process, we envisage that the users
will use the MUSA dashboard which guides the users though the tools. This dashboard Kanban style
front-end creates a so-called session where the basic specifications of the tools are stored. Using the
Rx methodologies, it syncs up the changes with centralised database. For the scope of project, the
tools are using REST API in order to read or update the details of gathered information.
Example of such session file in JSON format (which is an officially agreed format for the project):
{
"applicationId": 3
, "applicationName": "New application"
, "components": [
{
"cid": "5deb22a3-0b46-457f-8b61-b0db5ffc1eb5"
, "name": "Component"
, "column": "Service Selection"
}
, {
"name": "Component 2"
}
]
, "modelUrl": "http://localhost:883/model/3"
, "riskUrl": "http://localhost:8888/app/3"
, "slaUrl": "http://localhost:8888/slaTool/3"
, "dstUrl": ""
, "plannerUrl": ""
}

For each tool on opening, a REST call is issued in order to retrieve the session information. Then,
depending on the tool and the information needed, additional calls are performed in order to fetch
desired information. For example, within the Risk Assessment tool, information of multi-cloud
application model is needed; upon opening the Risk Assessment tool by the user, the tool requests the
session file with the description of the components as well as issues additional call to the “modelUrl”
destination in order to retrieve the full model of the application. Once a user is issuing any change on
the risk management level, a storage point available under “riskUrl” is update in order to keep the
information in sync and available for other tools to fetch.
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8 User Guide and Tools
At this stage in the project there are constant changes to the developing decision support modules that
comprise the Decision Support Tool. Frequent changes are not conducive to an accurate USER guide.
For this reason, a video has been produced to take users through the use of the tools as they stand at
time of production. An online video that can be changed in line with the online tools is the best way of
managing consistency until the modules have been finalised. To become familiar with the tools and
concepts it is recommended that users view the video before connecting to the tools. It should also be
noted that they data that is used is for experimental purposes only and must not be interpreted as live
data. The section on data acquisition Data Acquisition describes the corresponding issues.

8.1 Video User Guide Location
The use of process boards, service selection and risk management tools is explained in more detail in
the video user guide created to that aim. The video demonstrates the use of the tools. If the video
cannot be accessed the script of the video is attached in Appendix C.
The video explanation of each of the steps in the Risks Assessment and Service Selection tools is
currently located under: https://vimeo.com/193722327, and also available at MUSA project website
http://musa-project.eu/ under Tools menu.
This user guide has an English commentary that further explains all the part of Risk Assessment and
Service Selection, how they are used and what they do. It should be viewed in conjunction with
section 6.
It should be noted that this video refers to a Kanban Board. This is the same as the Agile Process
board that is referred to in this document. To Agile novices the terms seem interchangeable, however
on the advice of Agile Coaches it is suggested that the boards used in MUSA do not fulfil some of the
functionality of a Kanban, hence the terminology changes.

8.2 Source code repository
The
current
risk
management
tools
are
located
at
http://framework.musaproject.eu/index.html#/riskprofile and the MUSA framework process board, a Kanban style front-end
for
the
whole
MUSA
framework,
can
be
found
at
http://framework.musaproject.eu/index.html#/component.
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9 Innovation in Initial security based discovery and composition
mechanisms and tools
This section contains details of the innovations developed from the work in WP3 and the tight
collaboration between WP2 and WP3. From this collaboration we have the first innovation in the risk
management process. This is described in Section 9.1. The relationship between Risk analysis and
security metrics is discussed in section 9.2. Two more sections outline the innovations of using Agile
processes and tools to enable the MUSA framework to be used by many different development
processes.

9.1 Automated Risk management in Cloud at early development stages
Risk management, like security is often an afterthought. The first innovation in MUSA is to place
security and risk management at the heart of developing an application. The MUSA framework
proposes an innovative security-by-design development life cycle, as outlined in deliverable D2.1,
section 3.1.2, which introduces the risk analysis process during the design phase. In particular, the
framework aims at automating, as much as possible, the threat and risk analysis process. This makes it
available and simple to use for application designers who must have an overall vision of the risks
associated with the application model.
The MUSA framework automates and simplifies the security-by-design approach to risk management.
This makes it available and usable even by software designers that have good technical skills, but may
not be security and risk analysis experts. This makes security-by-design principles applicable even in
teams with limited security skills.

9.2 Security Metric identification and Risk Analysis
In section 4 this document indicates that public cloud services are not under developers control. In
order to address the lack of control over services under the control of the supplier, the MUSA
framework offers an innovative risk-based selection of security metrics. This selection will be
automated as much as possible. According to the risks identified in the architecture, the designer can
easily retrieve security metrics that give evidence of the security degree provided over remote
services.
This innovative approach, described in section 4, enables cloud application developers and designers
with limited skills related to security and risk analysis, to identify the tools and counter measures to be
included into the multi cloud application design.

9.3 Agile Scrum mapping
During the first part of the project there were many discussions about the development life cycle and
the position that the security centric products of MUSA holds in that life cycle. There have been
numerous discussions regarding the appropriate development process to use as a baseline. Finally, an
agile process was chosen to form that baseline. This is described in section 6.5 Agile Integration:
Scrum Mapping and Agile Tools.
The significance of Agile mapping is twofold. In the first case the use of agile tools, in general, has
improved the delivery of projects both in terms of speed to release and quality. This is compatible with
new business models and technologies such as micro-services that are being developed as well as the
increasing de-centralisation of development management.
The second area of significance is in the adaptability of the MUSA process for new programming and
management paradigms. The agile mapping has proved the adaptability of the MUSA framework. One
area if innovation in the project is in the recognition that single comprehensive and highly integrated
tools cannot work in an adaptive environment. The MUSA framework, like so many research projects
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is not the complete development solution and forms a part of the whole process in most development
methodologies, from waterfall to agile.

9.4 Use of a process board style interface for risk management and the
MUSA Framework

Figure 8. MUSA Framework Process Front-end Board
After the earlier experiments in using the agile process board approach for risk management the
project team decided that this model would also work as a visual integration point for the whole
project. Figure 8 shows the interface. Each of the columns are used to show the work in progress for
the project as a whole and each of the columns represents a phase in the MUSA process. A component
in a column is defined by the rules of that column and the context of the column. A components
position can only be changed by completing some tasks or definitions in that section of the process.
For example, as in the process board for risk management a component cannot progress from Risk to
Service Selection until the risk has been evaluated.
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Appendix A: MUSA motivation and background
The main goal of MUSA is to support the security-intelligent lifecycle management of distributed
applications over heterogeneous cloud resources, through a security framework that includes: a)
security-by-design mechanisms to allow application self-protection at runtime, and b) methods and
tools for the integrated security assurance in both the engineering and operation of multi-cloud
applications.
MUSA overall concept is depicted in the figure below.

Figure A.1: MUSA overall concept
MUSA framework combines 1) a preventive security approach, promoting Security by Design
practices in the development and embedding security mechanisms in the application, and 2) a reactive
security approach, monitoring application runtime to mitigate security incidents, so multi-cloud
application providers can be informed and react to them without losing end-user trust in the multicloud application. An integrated coordination of all phases in the application lifecycle management is
needed in order to ensure the preventive oriented security to be embedded and aligned with reactive
security measures.
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Appendix B: MUSA Data Acquisition Meeting 11th March 2016 London
Disclaimer: The following minutes have been amended in retrospect to try and bring clarity to the
discussions which took place, to aid the understanding of this deliverable.
In the context of MUSA project, a meeting was held to investigate the problems of acquiring sufficient
valid data on cloud service providers and their offerings that:
 Can act as a guide for new data acquisition
 Can be used for service selection
 Will not breach legal constraints from the terms and conditions of CSPs and copyright law.
This is an edited version of the meeting minutes containing the highlights and action points.
Attendees
WP08/ Erkuden Rios (01 TECNALIA)
WP03: Peter Mathews (03 CA)
WP04: Wissam Mallouli (04 MI)
WP07: Antonio Ortiz (04 MI)
Antony Shimmin (05 AIMES)
Dennis Kehoe (05 AIMES)
David Bicket ( m-Assure Ltd.- SLALOM)
Breda Bayer (Cloud Industry Forum - SLALOM)
Steve Hone (Data Centre Alliance)

WP01: Eider Iturbe (01 TECNALIA) - WebEx
WP02: Maximiliano Rak (02 CERICT) – WebEx
Valentina Casola (02 CERICT) – WebEx
Jesús Luna (Cloud Security Alliance) - WebEx

Objectives of the meeting:
 Joint discovery meeting.
 Discussion on CSP data acquisition:
o Very difficult to make comparisons between Cloud Service Providers. Difficult to
create a marketplace
o CSP only claim things that you need to accept because you cannot make comparisons.
This is hampering the free market.
SLALOM has developed “recommended” model of terms and conditions. This is not contradictory to
making comparisons.
Common definitions on service levels.
In the line of what work the G-Cloud framework is doing, the EC may adopt the SLALOM common
definitions to create a European Equivalent This will be an enabler for SME CSPs also.
The objective is to come up with some meaningful description of the service.
G-Cloud is a procurement framework for cloud services in UK. It gives transparency to the UK
procurement and speeds up the process.
An EU level G-Cloud is being built in Cloud4Europe project and SPECS. Cloud4Europe is aiming to
automatize part of the procurement process. They released a tender few months ago to work among
other topics on a broker architecture quite related to the topic being discussed
MUSA DSS base line presentation
Link to the MODAClouds demo (Venues4Cloud): https://vimeo.com/130960394
Web: dss.tools.modaclouds.eu
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DSS’s CSP DB is currently manually populated.
Assets are selected from a list.
Business oriented Intangible Assets are connected to Technical oriented Intangible assets.
DSS is not an expert system because it deals with intangibles.
Risk acceptance level is an average; some risk will be accepted.
The problem of CSP data acquisition in MODAClouds has been inherited in Musa:
 Characteristics for comparison.
 Getting accurate data. The CSP will not give data that indicates a problematic comparison.
 Gathering data from SMEs.
The definition of multi-cloud has been debated several times and definitions offered include:
 MODAClouds “multi-cloud” concept was: equal application deployed in two (or more)
different clouds. MUSA “multi-cloud” concept is about composed apps with components
deployed in different clouds.
Presentation of DCA
DCA certifications stay at the DC infrastructure level.
pan-European DCA project.
DC Eureka project.
DCA has a number of Steering groups, one is for physical access control. Related to data security and
data classification.
EUREKA project looks at increasing the adoption of the DCA Accreditation which would benefit
CSPS/Data Centre operators, and potentially form part of a criteria within the MUSA DST
Presentation of CIF
From end-user and adopter’s perspective rather than DCs.
Certifiable Code of practice for CSP. Encouraging professionalism in providing services. Recognised
by ENISA.
Industry member program for CSP and infrastructure providers.
Roadmaps on cloud adoption and eLearning for education.
Cloud industry legal forum - to clarify things in law aspects
Transparency on the service operational capability.
Bloor company helps in developing the member program.
APM group will be the auditors or reviewers.
They are organising the UK Cloud Awards 2016 in April.
Presentation of SLALOM
Are working on a Cloud SLA with legal clauses that builds on the work of C-SIG for SLA.
For SME and small vendors, a starting basis for cloud contracts. Outline of SLA public in SLALOM
collective common.
How to collect feedback on difficulties to set SLAs both from consumer and from provider part.
Public consultation process is open.
The SLALOM legal framework is the ISO plus some adaptations for introducing the metrics
definition. Details of the metrics will be welcome by the industry. SLALOM will not define all
metrics, only a set focused on functionality.
Specific framework for infrastructure layer will come afterwards.
In London in 1 month will be public.
For the purposes of highest priority security is not the most important, but they can do it. Jesus has
worked on sec metrics and some will be included in slalom.
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The CCM will be adapted to ISO.
SMEs are not experts in cloud nor metrics.
They need guidance on How to use the info that is in the standard to choose the CSP.
Some CSP can talk on criticality of vulnerabilities, other can use percentage of vulnerabilities in the
service.
Now get to common concepts and metrics template, etc.
The next step is to research Rules of equivalence for comparison.
Core metrics need common definitions.
Specific recommendations on technical solutions will be welcome by the CSP industry.
The market is starting to make pressure on CSP to start compliance.
Presentation of CSA (see Presentation slides by Jesús).
STAR self-assessment is based on answering whether the controls in the CCM are being applied in the
Cloud Service or not. This self-assessment result will be produced in the future in a machine readable
format.
Not available yet access to the actual result, the actual evidence of the certification.
Link to each CCM control a set of security metrics, be they quantitatively or qualitatively assessed.
Cloud Trusted Protocol (CTP) for auditor-CSP communication. It aims at enabling a realistic level of
automation to the certification process.
Whitepaper on CTP will be made public very soon.
The definition of the metrics will be aligned with ISO/IEC DIS 19086-1 Information technology -Cloud computing -- Service level agreement (SLA) framework -- Part 1: Overview and concepts.
For one CCM control a provider can define a metric and another can define two.
A paper that will be published on that will be sent by Jesus Luna.
SLA-READY: Is a H2020 CSA that started Jan 2015 end will End Dec 2016.
Cloud Reference Model.
SLA Repository.
Hierarchical model of security control and metrics. conceptual model in SPECS.
The SLA in the repository will not be made public until the OK of the CSP.
CSA STARWatch is an automated version of the CSA STAR.
In SPECS they are able to reason on the security level of a SLA. This is a research work done by CSA
together with the University of TU Darmstadt. They have also worked on reasoning techniques for
analysing the SLA of a CSP.
The security index may be 1 of 5, or it can be easily transformable to a label (silver, gold, etc.) or is it
packaged in statements like "enough security for high confidentiality data", etc.
The security level number will depend on the risk profile of the user, what it defines.
MUSA Decision support part is out of scope in SLA-Ready. They will have the SLA repository ready
and populated by the end of the year 2016.
In MUSA we have an access process for SLA repository.
We need to standardise the repositories we have in MUSA.
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Cloud4Europe broker - different repositories or aggregator like Cloud Harmony that you need to do a
REST API to access each of them.
Cloud Reference Model documentation will be sent by Jesus.
SMART named tender by DG-CONNECT asked for the definition of a Model contract template. They
are trying to align to it.
SLA generation in MUSA:
The group were shown the SLA generation process in MUSA and the SLA editor/generator Proof of
Concept tool. By now it covers 3 types of services in the PoC: web services, SaaS and Storage.
Threats are linked to multi-cloud application (mc app) components.
The generated SLA will be given to the DSS to be assed in feasibility. Price is not in the SLA but will
be something needed in the CSP data repository. Match making of SLAs and metrics.
There are intangible and business assets that are not really included in the SLA.
Data acquisition and benchmarking discussion:
DevOps community drivers are:
 Collaboration for building complex systems.
 Automation of the process.
The Cloud service market is going to develop bundled services in open standard products, e.g. a
Mongo DB. The security features are linked to particular bits of software, product level, a Mongo DB
with automated DoS, and are not applicable to the whole composition.
Traceability is key there.
In clinical trials e.g. we can have platform that connects authentication service and other computing
module. They are badly configured they cannot work together, even if they have passed security audits
separately.
Link to the SLA framework in SPECS:
https://bitbucket.org/specs-team/specs-utility-xml-sla-framework
The value added of this is having a landscape of EU cloud providers.
CA Technologies sent Microsoft, Amazon and Google an enquiry about whether they could have their
Cloud services data for research purposes and they replied that it was not possible.
The market for MUSA CSP Data Repository are not the big players, but small CSPs willing to be
competitive and make a difference. The SME CSP wants to cooperate and is desperate for
differentiators.
Geography of CSP is a key element for decision.
The baseline for MUSA CSP Data repository is what CS do we need to develop the MUSA use cases.
95% of UK G-Cloud are SMEs.
Pragmatic approach to get the real data of a sound number of CSPs:
Can we get at least 5 in each EU main country: ES, UK, FR, GE, IT.
Ask the CSP: “Would you agree to participate in our project to characterize security of Cloud
Services?. You will be included in a EU marketplace. This is the taxonomy that you need to fill.”
CSPs need to believe this initiative (MUSA or some follow up) is going to continue, because instead
they are not going to work answering.
The SLA-Ready SLA Repository has no restrictions of use for EU projects. The xml schemas yes/no
answers.
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Conclusions
 This is being done for the community common good.
 The reality of the CSP world is datacentres from the 80’ies.
 Clear the fog, reveal the cloud and make it a more reliable world.
 The group developed a small but significant network, acknowledging the difficulties faced in
 The market for MUSA CSP Data Repository are not the big players, but small CSPs willing to
be competitive and make a difference. The SME CSP wants to cooperate and is desperate for
differentiators.
 Need for clarity and potential that MUSA has in rising
 The risk management - SLA and contractual issues need to go hands on with a tool that has a
wider view.
 Tecnalia as part of MUSA, coordinates the Data Protection Security and Privacy in the Cloud
Cluster, web:
 https://eucloudclusters.wordpress.com/data-protection-security-and-privacy-in-the-cloud/
Actions identified:
 Cloud Expo 2016. There we will need: MUSA Flyer. Presentation. Video.
 Data Centre Transformation meeting.
 Data Centre Dynamics.
 Approach first the EU based data centres.
 We cannot avoid the big Cloud Service Providers.
 We need CSP SLA plus other data. For this we will approach a set of 20-25 small CSP and try
to get all their information.
 Next workshop: More open workshop to disseminate the word.
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Appendix C: Script for the video user guide
The MUSA Project captures the workflow using Kanban Boards in order to foster agile methodologies
of software development. The main MUSA dashboard shows the Kanban board with the different
columns related to the different modules of the framework that reflect different stages of development
cycle. The different stages are shown as Modeling, Risk assessment, service selection, Plan
deployment SLA generation and Execution. In this video, we will explain how Risk assessment and
Service Selection Module work.
After modelling the application using the MUSA Modeller, each component of the application appears
as a card under the column of Modeling. Each of these components is required to go through risk
assessment as the next stage. Once the component card is brought under the risk assessment column, it
indicates the process of risk assessment is ongoing. The user can click on the risk assessment button
on the top of the column to enter the risk assessment module.
In the Risk Assessment module exist the following columns:


Components Description- In this column the role and functionality of the component may be
explained and revised as needed. The user may click on the details button on the component
card and may enter the component description. The user may also indicate the Risk
acceptability level on a scale of 1 to 10 that indicates the relative importance of the
components. Once this exercise is completed, the component card may be moved to the next
stage of risk assessment that is STRIDE based Risk assessment column.



STRIDE based Risk Assessment- In this column the user may indicate the different threats
facing the component and quantify them. When the user clicks on the Details button of any
component card that is in this column, the threats associated with this component are
presented. The current version provides STRIDE threats for each component and it allows the
user to specify the likelihood and impact of each threat based on number of different factors.
The user may specify the probability of each factor on a scale of 0 to 9 and the overall impact
and likelihood is calculated based on these entries. After this stage, the component card maybe
moved to the next stage to identify the security requirements that are required for each threat
to be mitigated.



Security Requirements definition- Within this step, the user is presented with a list of
security requirements pertaining to each threat. Based on the severity of the threat, the user
may ADD the security requirement needed from a drop-down list. After each addition, the
user is presented with the severity of the threat and whether the selected requirements are
sufficient to mitigate it or not. The user may then move the component card to the next stage
of mapping the requirements to the security controls



Security Controls- In this column, the security requirements selected by the user are mapped
to the security controls using the background mapping. On clicking the details button, the user
is presented with the visualisation of this mapping hence illustrating what NIST or CCM
security Controls are required to satisfy the security requirements selected by the user.



The final column of the risk assessment process is the Validation which is envisioned to
supply the user with the summary of all the selections made during the process and possibility
to edit any if needed.

Service Selection module:
In this column, the user may find the list of the providers and their services that match the
requirements obtained from the risk assessment process. When the user clicks on service selection
button, the combination of services from the different providers for all the components that are in the
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column, are presented to the user. They are sorted on the basis of the score that is calculated on the
basis of the ability of a set of services to mitigate the risks associated with the components. If you
click on the details for any row, the user is presented with the details of how much percentage of risks
selected by the user on each component is mitigated by the service through the controls it offers.
Furthermore, the user may also double click on any row and that row maybe selected for deployment
purposes.

